
The Ei1000G SmartLINK® Gateway

The smarter way to check every 
tenant’s safety. At any time.

A Revolution In Tenant Safety



The Alarm management system social 
landlords have been waiting for.

We know because they told us. 

They told us maintaining data for their properties is complex and 
time-consuming too. That gaining access to properties can be an issue. 
And that they need the reassurance of compliance to protect their 
tenants. All of which are designed into the Ei1000G Gateway to make 
life easier, improve efficiency and reduce costs. It’s a revolution in 
tenant safety.



What exactly is the SmartLINK® Gateway?

An exciting innovation in Fire and Carbon Monoxide safety, the 
Gateway and Cloud portal use Aico’s SmartLINK technology 
to bring together data from all SmartLINK-enabled alarms in 
a property in a simple, online dashboard format – so viewing 
and managing them is easier and more effective. The system 
also makes alarm maintenance, repair and replacement more 
efficient by creating alerts for maintenance and fault events.  

No cabling or 
Wi-Fi needed

Forecast replacement 
& maintenance

Real-time anytime 
reporting

Email or SMS 
notifications

SmartLINK 
compatible

Easy-to-use 
dashboard 

No property 
access required after 

initial installation

Reduce costs, 
improve efficiency



How the Ei1000G Gateway works.
The key is Aico’s unique SmartLINK technology. Our next-generation 
Radio Frequency Wireless Interconnection enables each compatible 
alarm to connect with others in a property with no tricky cable runs. 
Adding the SmartLINK Gateway also means they can collectively 
transmit data to the Cloud portal to provide real-time monitoring. 
The Gateway is a mains-powered roaming 2G GSM-based device with 
battery back-up too, ensuring the maximum connectivity possible, 
without the need for local broadband or Wi-Fi services.

Setup the Cloud portal 
to provide

• Live monitoring of 
connected SmartLINK 
alarm systems

• Details of system 
installations

• Notifications of alarm 
activations and system 
events via alert, text 
message or e-mail

Simply plug in Ei3000MRF 
SmartLINK module for 
wireless interconnection 
between alarms and to 
communicate with the 
Ei1000G SmartLINK Gateway

Install the Gateway to link to 
the SmartLINK Cloud Portal 
and push events from the 
alarms to it as they happen



Say goodbye to manual checks, 
spreadsheets and access issues
The innovative Ei1000G uses SmartLINK wireless 
interconnection technology to link every alarm in 
a property to give you the full picture via an online 
portal, using any device.

Track alarm performance in real-time
The system constantly monitors every linked alarm, 
giving you real-time updates with notifications sent 
by email or text if any issues occur – or if an alarm is 
about to reach end of life and needs replacing.

Easy installation, reliable connection
Rather than Ethernet cabling or Wi-Fi, the Ei1000G 
uses the best-available mobile network connection 
to send data to the portal – providing simpler 
installation and better reliability.



Keep up to date with safety.

Just look at your dashboard. The real-time data fed from the alarms 
via the Gateway to the Cloud portal can be viewed on any device 
and configured to suit you. The dashboard acts as a hub, keeping you 
up to date with any alarm events or maintenance information, with 
features including:

• Real-time alarm status

• Fault status

• Text alert and e-mail 
notification for both Fire/CO 
and fault events

• Installation reports

• Replacement and fault reports



Easy-to-use dashboard format
Collated data is presented in a simple 
configurable format with sufficient detail to drill 
deeper using various reporting tools to analyse 
a properties’ Fire and CO alarm performance.

Forecast replacement and maintenance
The reporting tools not only allow events to 
be checked, but also accurately forecast alarm 
replacement and maintenance – helping to 
ensure your tenants are always protected.

Identify trends in alarm notifications
Alarm notification trends also help to highlight 
other potential problems – e.g. if a CO Alarm is 
regularly activated early in the morning, it could 
point to an issue with the heating system.



A Revolution In Tenant Safety

About Aico. 
The UK Market Leader in domestic Fire and Carbon Monoxide protection.

Aico, an Ei Company, specialises in pioneering new alarm technologies 
and works closely with Installers, Specifiers, Landlords, Local Authorities, 
Housing Associations and their tenants to create safer living environments. 
Each Aico alarm has been designed, developed and manufactured at our 
factory in Ireland, and is thoroughly tested throughout manufacture to 
meet every UK standard. We also provide full nationwide technical support 
offering advice on alarm selection, siting, installation and maintenance.

T 01691 664100    F 01691 664111 
E enquiries@aico.co.uk
www.aico.co.uk

Aico Ltd 
Maesbury Road, Oswestry 
Shropshire, SY10 8NR


